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Objective

Seeks to obtain a position in the new and growing natural gas industry in this area. This would be 
a great opportunity to learn new skills and apply extensive hydraulic experience and training to 
enhance your company's success.

Skills

Hyd Tech/mech, Mechanical, Cdl B, Machinist.

Work Experience

Automotive Machinist
ABC Corporation  1979 – 1985 
 Using all body and machine shop tooling to restore the chassis, motor, and metalwork which 

involves the use of hydraulic presses, welders, sanders, grinders, rewire the car with new 
updated systems.

 Use of special tools to refabricate parts; an example is, a 9-inch lathe that was used to repair 
the front axle spindles.

 Powered food blender using the Chevrolet v8 engine to showcase and discuss alternative 
fuels.

 Come up with the concept and then began to construct and weld a frame to hold the motor, 
transmission, and blending assembly.

 Had to invent along the way how to transmit power to a 5-gallon vessel &quot;and old beer 
keg&quot; to power the blending tines and make sure safety was in place, fabricate 
dashboards and controls for the blender.

 Attended the Washington State Aerospace Training and Research Center where I learn the 
basics of airplane assembly and the manufacturing process.

 Tool usage to perform bonding, grounding, drilling of fastener holes in metal and composites.

Automotive Machinist
Delta Corporation  1976 – 1979 
 Tore down, prep and rebuilt cylinder heads and short blocks, Milled cylinder heads and Blocks,

straightened warped cylinder heads, pressure tested .
 Rebuilding light and heavy duty internal combustion engines; gas, diesel, industrial and high 

performance, specializing in cylinder head and .
 Ability to troubleshoot and diagnose various engine problems Engine removal and installation 

Knowledge of engine teardown and assembly procedures .
 Mainly did all cylinder head work.
 Additional duties included boring of engine blocks, resizing connecting rods, and assembling 

of engines.
 Remanufactured cylinder heads, bored blocks, align hone, complete tear down and 

reassembly of all engines.
 Auto tech, parts person, machinist.
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Education

Emergency Medical Technician - (North Seattle Community College)
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